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‘If you don’t think you can change the
world it just means you aren’t one of
those that will’ Jaques Fresco
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Introduction
I once sat in a waiting room as a young man,
waiting for an optometrist I think, reading
magazines to pass the time. I remember reading
an article in one of the mainstream magazines,
about starvation around the world. I always see
the same images in my head when I think about
the children dying the worst most painful death
possible by the thousands. An image from that
magazine, you see I have a heap of younger
brothers and sisters and as I looked at this picture
of the family dying of malnutrition, I couldn’t help
but see the faces of those siblings on the sickened
children within the image. I remember feeling so
helpless and hurt and I quickly changed articles to
move away from those feelings. I turned to
another article. In this new article I could see
pictures of a ship dumping grain into the ocean. It
turned out a particular country had had a bumper
crop and in order to maintain market prices they
were dumping the excess to ensure it wasn’t
saturating the market. In that moment I was
angrier than I think I have ever been since or
before. To know that these children were dying so
terribly and that instead of feeding them we
dumped food into the sea was to me eviller than
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anything I had known in my life. I knew without a
doubt that the system we were allowing ourselves
to be guided by was wrong. It took some time to
understand why this was happening and more
importantly how it could be fixed.
Call me foolish but I think we are better than this,
we are better than the war and starvation the
inequality and homelessness and all this
corruption. I believe that we are powerful beings
capable of great things. I believe at our core we
are inherently good. That greed and the lust for
power comes from being taught not from within
our soul and that given the right environment and
teaching humankind is worthy and can bring light
with it rather than darkness. I believe we have a
destiny of unimaginable proportion and that we
as a species are ready take a hold of our destiny
and move forward in our evolution.
I write this and the parts that follow as an
inspiration of what we can be, of what we are
capable of, but also as a guide to show how easy it
really is for us to take control of the situation and
make change.
Ever since the mentioned incident in the waiting
room I have looked at the situation the world has
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found itself in and searched for a solution. It
seems the answer is easy to see yet hard to grasp.
Over the decades proceeding today we have
feared. As our environment is desecrated before
our eyes, as we have again and again seen the
brave stand in front of the needless destruction of
our beautiful world, only to be violated and fined,
all for greed. Social standards have dropped,
unemployment and homelessness ring wrote
because our technology has advanced beyond the
need for menial laborers. We fear as we get set
free from the need to toil for an invisible slave
master. It’s been so wrong for so long. And now
has come the Virus.
How it came about can only really be speculated
at, with many stories and possibilities abound, but
what becomes apparent more and more is that
our world has come to a crux, a time of change.
The destruction to our civil liberty has been equal
to the destruction of economy and life will never
be the same as it once was.
How this change to our world comes should a
choice for us all, not just a few. We have all
become too aware of the power corporations
have come to hold on that choice and where their
intent and morality leads us.
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Thomas Jefferson taught that its democratic
people’s responsibility to have revolution once a
generation. That it was the only way of stopping
the inevitable corruption that seeps within to a
democracy with a financial system. We have all
seen how power and greed has now near
destroyed our democracy and our world entirely.
I’m a peaceful person and see that the violent
revolutions of the past not only can’t work in
today’s society of modern military but that we
have evolved in our thinking and being that it no
longer should ever be a way to overcome these
issues. War and violent politics NEED to become a
thing from the past.
But violence isn’t the only form of revolution.
Another is a political revolution, but we have seen
that unfortunately with the money now involved
in our politics that won’t work. The last is a
financial revolution. This is where money is used
to manipulate the system of governance, and we
see it used all around the world by the superrich
and powerful.
The Evolution is more than a booklet or webpage
outlining what is wrong with the world and the
financial system, it’s a proposal to the free people
of the world outlining an avenue of solution
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through the means of a business plan designed to
change the way resources are managed and bring
us into a beautiful new free world.

This IS The people’s financial revolution. This IS
the Evolution.
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THE EVOLUTION COOP
The Evolution Coop is basically a self-owned
corporation, Or Anti-corporation in saying that it
has no person or group at the top of the pyramid
receiving any financial benefit or profit from its
activities. No-one will get “rich” in the commonly
understood way. It treats everyone exactly the
same and is there for the benefit of all. It is
managed by a group of democratically elected
directors that work under the strict guidelines set
out in the Evolution Guiding Principles. It has been
designed and created to build an abundance
economy society based on community ideals,
ecological principles, and human rights.
This book is here to help explain how The
Evolution intends to do that, why we need to and
would do it, and how you can help.
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The Evolution Guiding Principles
-To treat all as equals with no prejudice and to
follow the declaration of human rights.
-To provide the highest-level quality of life for its
members in health, education, living environment,
lifestyle, and all aspects of the human existence.
-To provide all the needs and services to its
members to maintain a first class technologically
advancing society.
-To promote diversity in people, culture and
thought in order to encourage and ensure the
maximum cultural and spiritual growth of the
society.
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THE END OF TRADE
Trade through money and barter is wrong for so
many reasons, but for many it’s not easily
apparent why. Over the past few decades there
have been several studies on these systems and
through them have been revealed the
fundamental flaws of the financial system. If you
haven’t studied the work accomplished by Jaques
Fresco and the Venus Project it’s a great place to
start in understanding these flaws, and how they
are effecting the world today, but one of the
greatest flaws is that a financial or even a barter
system promotes scarcity.
i.e. If a farmer produces eggs and trades these
eggs either for money or goods, and this is how he
supports his family and makes his living, he can
sustain that living only as long as no one else
produces eggs. If everyone around him produced
their own eggs than he would no longer be able to
trade them making them worthless and him no
longer able to sustain his living. Also, if he had a
bumper crop, he can’t just start handing eggs out
to everyone because that again would lessen their
value.
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In the real world this means that container loads
of grain get dumped into the sea when children
are starving.
Another fundamental flaw is that it creates
inequality. Money only works when one person
has, and another has not and will always need a
class system of haves and have nots to exist.
“Until there is no first or second-class citizens in
any nation, there will be war.” Hallie Selassie
Another of the most devastating problems that
comes from a money system is that it promotes
some of humanities worst flaws such as greed and
lack of empathy for people and the environment
and places us constantly into positions where we
are better off personally, that our own level of
financial freedom will be increased, by doing
things that are against our internal moral
compass.
Finally and arguably the most destructive problem
to ours society in our use of money is that a
financial or trade system inadvertently leads to a
system of financial slavery as we work to make
money move instead of working to supply what
we need.
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In a world of potential abundance, a financially
based system stands in the way of the core
fundamental freedoms and rights that come with
the human condition. It is indirectly in
competition with health, education, security, the
environment, lifestyle, freedom, abundance,
equality and human rights and so much more.
We need a new system. One that promotes
abundance, equality, community values and
environmental protection. We need to move away
from a system of greed, debt, slavery and
destruction. We need to move into a resource
based economy or free economy where resources
are distributed evenly and sustainably and so
allow us to move into a new era. The Evolution
aims to make this a reality.
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WHY OWN ANYTHING WHEN YOU
CAN HAVE EVERYTHING?
In our current world we are taught to desire
things, that material possession makes us happy.
The more pieces of this and that that we have the
better off and happier we will be. Many people
are seeing that this isn’t the case. That we don’t
really need 4 cars, 6 televisions a house with 10
rooms we never use in it and all the material
trappings that come with it to make us happy. But
having access to luxury and comfort can certainly
make life easier.
Concepts about how individual possession work in
a world without money is a subject of deep
consideration and has many angles. The idea The
Evolution is to set people free from the selfslavery a monetary system creates and to allow
them access to all the abundance that life has to
offer. In no way does it ever wish to infringe on
individuality and in fact desires to promote it, but
we also need to change the hording materialistic
attitudes and mentalities that we have allowed to
come into our society.
In the Evolution nobody really ‘owns’ anything.
People have and always will possess things.
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Personal items, clothing, items of special personal
value are necessary as part of the human
condition but in order for our society to move
forward away from the issues we are facing today
our concepts of ownership need to change.
Although details of how this will evolve will only
be seen through time the basic concept is that
things will be in a way borrowed from The
Evolution everything in Evolution will be setup
with the best of quality and durability in mind. A
member will have access to anything you could
imagine but only on a temporary arrangement.
i.e. If a member wants to go for a trip on a luxury
boat they will be able to go and have access to
one as long as they wish, and when they are
finished with it and ready to do something else it
will be returned ready for the next person to use.
When you really start to think about possession,
owning things holds us back. If we want to travel
the more, we have the more difficulties arise. In a
world where you have access to free travel,
accommodation, food and experiences having to
take care of mundane things becomes an
unnecessary difficulty.
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Everywhere you go in The Evolution will be places
with different forms of equipment and
entertainment. There will be places to listen and
play music and places to watch movies, places to
do art, places to study and places to just relax all
in a community atmosphere, places to play golf or
to play games or sports of all kinds. There will be
places set up with all sorts of things to do and
experience with an intent to allow people the
opportunity to experience the very best life has to
offer.
Whatever the society can provide as a member
you have the opportunity to use. Whatever a
member wants they will have access to free of
charge with the only true restrictions being
respect for the item and the return of the item at
the end of use.
For many generations we have had the need to
hold onto things, as status symbols for our ego we
hoard wealth or in case we need or want things
latter, but in a world of abundance where
everybody has everything, you never need to
worry about latter or tomorrow as you will still
have access to whatever at that time and personal
possession gains you no esteem at all.
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When you really think about it, why own anything
when you have access to everything?
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THE CONCEPT, GROWING THE
EVOLUTION
We have realized as a society that the banks and
big money private interests have taken control of
our democracy, and they no longer have our best
wishes at heart, especially in regards to
abundance and money as that is the way they
have gained their control. Many of us have
decided to go off the grid, self-sufficient, organic
and away from the money system and the
oligarchies controlling it, this is great except that it
limits our technology. If someone breaks their
back for example, they are in trouble without
going back to the money world or if we want a
computer or television again back to the money
world. Or if they travel again back to the money
world. But if a society goes 'off the grid' it can
change this and much more.
When a person decides to go 'off the grid' they
first have to buy the land, and the solar panels
and tractor etc. but once they do they can grow
their own food and supply their own power. The
same concept works as a society. We need to as a
society 'go off the grid' in order to change things,
to get away from the oligarchy’s controlling us. In
order to do that we need to buy our own
infrastructure. Wow that sounds huge, but really,
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it’s not. not using the power of numbers and the
power of the people, and by being smart.
The adage that with money it is easy to make
money is very true. We see it constantly with the
gap growing between rich and poor. That when
someone gets to an amount of wealth by
reinvesting that wealth in profitable ventures one
pays for the next, allowing their wealth to grow
rapidly. By having an amount of financial capital
available for investment into profitable ventures
one can increase one’s own financial position.
Our world has been designed to make it very hard
to reach that point of capital.
Our society is geared to make sure that our
money is well tied up. We are taught that the
more money we have the more money we should
spend, as a person gets more wealth, they should
have a bigger house and more toys. This ensures
that only a very small group of people ever make
it to that point where they have access to the
needed capital to start making a really significant
income from investment or business options, but
once they do they skyrocket financially beyond
the imaginings of the everyday person.
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Today corporations with incredible wealth buy
and sell businesses, all but at whim making
millions of dollars for those very few at the top.
We buy the goods of these corporations so these
few individuals can live in total opulence.
By the Evolution buying the infrastructure it
requires as profitable businesses, the businesses
will essentially pay for themselves, especially
combined with the principles of abundance that
will naturally come from breaking away from a
profit scarcity mentality.
The Evolution has been designed to stream all of
its profits into growing and sustaining an everexpanding society away from the need of money.
All of the profits made from Evolution will be used
to firstly increase the financial power of the
corporation in order for it to grow, but more
importantly to build and provide for the society
growing within.
In truth individually it will cost next to NOTHING
to get the infrastructure in place. A relatively small
number of people $10 a month in together makes
a very substantial income that can be then turned
into those profitable ventures and rolled over
starting a snowball effect allowing the
infrastructure to essentially buy itself. As
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Evolution grows larger and larger it will allow
more people to move into the newly built
infrastructure and be supplied by Evolution
production. By 'closing the loop' as explained
latter, each business will get more and more
profitable allowing more and more resource to be
available for the society.
As it grows The Evolution will buy assets with the
intent to increase its own income but also to
acquire all the needed assets to close the loop in
the production and service needs of the society,
as well as continuously growing the society.
Eventually as members start to attain full status
and allowed to move away from money, the profit
from these businesses will be broken into two
directions. Firstly, growing the amount of
profit/infrastructure businesses and then secondly
supplying all the goods required by the growing
society. It will act almost like a very large, very
rapidly growing Kibbutz community at first until
we reach the point of true self sufficiency within
our society and start to utilize available
abundance technology. At that point, when
utilizing the principles explained in this book, it
will be VERY hard for the world not to see the
truth about money and scarcity. When we start
printing out 3d cars and housing etc. and our
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people live in abundance and luxury without
having to work, people will start to wake up VERY
quickly.
When great, great, grandfather Rothschild started
the world bank he realized that the way to make
money was through loaning money to countries
not individuals, as individuals were prone to
accidents or unforeseeable events where
countries were receiving income from many
thousands of sources rather than one and this
made it much more secure. Understanding that
concept and using it makes this plan very secure
and VERY strong.
We have the music arranged, we have the
production and the art prepared, the booklet is in
your hands and so we start.
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THE END OF CORRUPTION
In our world today bribery and corruption run
writhe. From the police officer receiving a
payment from a criminal through to our highest
government officials receiving payments from big
corporations we see today more and more that
those at the top of the leadership pyramids are
being corrupted. This NEEDS to end NOW for
humanity to move forward from the dire
situations we find ourselves in today.
People in our society are manipulated by wealth
and possession. A person can become more
influential as they move up the socio-economic
ladder through what they can do for people.
When one person has more than another, it gives
them the ability to make them do things they
would never do without manipulation.
A person in today’s society can quite literally buy
themselves an army by paying people to do their
bidding and get them to do horrendous things
through wealth manipulation. A corporation can
manipulate even the greatest people through the
intimidation that the power of wealth gives that
corporation, or through bribery again from the
power of wealth.
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In the Evolution no one really owns anything. No
one can say if you do this act of evil, I’ll give you
this thing you haven’t got, because everyone has
the same. The ability to bribe and manipulate is
gone. A person with bad intent has no way of
manipulating people to their bidding.
In the Evolution the elected officials receive
nothing. They are STRICKTLY forbidden to receive
anything from outside The Evolution coop and will
receive no lifestyle benefits more than any other
person. They cannot be bribed as the ability to
bribe has been removed and intimidation is no
longer possible either. In fact, the only thing that
an official will EVER receive for doing their very
hard job will be the gratitude of the people, and
that only if they do the right thing by the people
This will ensure naturally that only people with
true intent, with the interest of society at the
essence of their heart will step forward to fulfil
these very stressful and difficult positions. A
culture of true community will be at the heart of
leadership, as only self-sacrificing individuals
would ever take on the burden of leadership.
With the head of our society driven with
community and self-sacrifice it will be a
government like no other in our history.
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THE ONLINE DEMOCRACY
Over the decades proceeding today we have lost
the power of true democracy, in recent years
governments have even started to stop peaceful
protest action, a core and fundamental aspect of a
true democracy. We have seen great candidates
step up with true social justice at heart but even
with massive numbers following them big money
stops what should be stunning democracy in
action. For eons now we have been indoctrinated
and controlled by a few and this needs to stop
once and for all.
Although the concept will need the work of other
minds to truly be adapted to its optimum, the
basic principle is that within the Evolution web
page will be an online democracy platform similar
to a social networking platform. All members will
have access to this platform and the forums
available within it. A major function of the page
will be a button that allows for a meeting, if at any
time within a 24hour period 10% of the members
press that button a meeting is called within the
hour, day or night. This meeting will be held
online in webcam format allowing members to
see all that is said. A group of administrators will
operate the chat functions of the members view
monitoring trends and bringing forth questions to
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the directors as the meeting proceeds. A vote
function is in place and can be called for at any
time depending on the trend of the chat. I.e. if
someone says I call for a vote on …. In the chat
and it receives X amount of ‘likes’ depending on
traffic and people participating that vote can be
called for. This will include the removal of elected
officials.
Any person from among the members can step
forth and say I wish to be elected for this position
and this is the reason why, and if they receive the
support from others through what they have said
and done then so be it, as long as a vote isn’t
called against them.
We need to move into a new paradigm a new
world, one where we have the right to control our
own destiny, Anarchy in oneness if that makes
sense, no more this person is better or that
person, just truth. No one will be more important
or hold power in Evolution. There will be guides,
servants to the wills and whims of the people, but
no more corrupted manipulated egotistical fools.
The heads of the society will only be there
because of the outstanding devotion they have to
the people because that the only way they can
ever be there.
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'Democracy is one person, one vote and a full
discussion of the issues that affect us. Oligarchy is
billionaires buying elections and voter suppression'
Bernie Sanders
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CLOSING THE LOOP
It is hard to fathom but very well known that with
true sustainable ecologically friendly technique
and technology, the world we live in has the
ability to create and sustain abundance for our
society. We hold ourselves back from using these
technologies and practises mainly due to financial
consideration, someone won’t make as much
money along the way. It’s sad, but due to the
financial system in the world we need to look at
what these technologies do for the individual’s
financial situation and how it effects profit, rather
than the society.
The main objective with The Evolution is to
become self-sufficient away from financial system
in a way to make it possible to break away from
the profit mentality. By doing this it will allow us
to tap into these technologies in order to release
the natural abundance available.
In order to become a self-sufficient society, The
Evolution needs to control all of its own
production to supply the needs of its society. By
gaining control of the whole production loop it
effectively cuts the costs of operation and
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eventually the need to rely on the outside system
at all.
i.e. In brief: The Evolution needs to provide
clothes for its members. The main costs in
producing clothes, once the equipment is owned
to manufacture, are the power to run the
equipment and the fibres and material required,
as well as man hours. If the Evolution owns the
equipment producing the electricity it cuts that
cost closing that loop, if it also owns a material
production facility it also cuts that cost. If it owns
the base level production through to finished
product on all its needs The Evolution effectively
removes the need for profit or money at all.
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THE ‘PROFIT’ IN SUSTAINABILITY
Part of the mandate of The Evolution is to
increase the quality of life and lifestyle and to
provide abundance to its society members. It will
always be in the best interest of The Evolution to
use sustainable technology as to do otherwise is
to potentially impede on the quality of life of its
members. It will also be in the best interest of the
co-op to use only the very best equipment and
technology as not only is this in line with providing
the best quality of lifestyle, the longer the item
lasts the less that the corporation has to spend
and supply to fulfil its duty of abundance to the
society.
In our world today we design things to break and
become obsolete to make sure that the money
keeps moving, planned obsolescence is becoming
more and more common in our production of
equipment and technology. In a financial system
planned obsolescence naturally becomes a
common occurrence because if a consumer must
replace an item, it creates more profit for the
producer, it is in their best interest to make it
break. In the Evolution society it will be the
opposite. It will be in the co-ops best financial and
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obligatory interest to make things last and be as
strong as possible.
i.e. When the Evolution has the ability to produce
a piece of equipment, having gained all of the
production loop it needs to supply that equipment
to the members. If that equipment breaks it needs
to be replaced so it is in the corps best interest to
build that equipment as good and strong as
possible in order to have to replace it less.
This along with the other The Evolution concepts
will do much to stop the wastage and destruction
we find in our goods production today.
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CONSUMPTION, THE POWER OF THE
PEOPLE
In our world today massive corporations owned
by a very few shareholders make huge amounts of
profit through our everyday consumption. The
things we eat through to the clothes we wear all
help contribute to these few individuals living not
only in opulence but positions of incredible
power. Through our consumption some
individuals have even attained and maintain
wealth and power enough to manipulate whole
governments.
As The Evolution grows, going through the
transition between a finance system and a
resource based economy, it will take control of
more and larger businesses allowing the
corporation to eventually supply our existing
society’s needs through a series of large entities,
such as grocery markets and apartment stores.
The profit from these stores and markets will no
longer be streamed towards a small group of
individuals but rather towards growing building
and sustaining a system designed towards true
community and ecological values, in benefit of us
all. As the Evolution grows it will take control of
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the financial power of the people streaming it
away from the few and back towards the many.
One of the largest advantages that the Evolution
will have with the different branches of business
that it goes into is the already captured consumer
market available through its sponsors. As it grows
sponsors will be made aware of each business
that the Evolution takes on and will know that if
they purchase goods or services from that
business any profit that the business makes will go
back to making the society grow quicker and their
individual invite into the new society come
sooner. A sponsor will know that using the
Evolution facility or buying goods from the
Evolution store is in effect the same as their
sponsorship. They will also receive a bonus
discount from the store. This means effectively if
they shop at Evolution stores, they will be easily
able to receive a larger discount from the
purchase than the cost of their sponsorship.
Utilizing the Evolution abundance principles and
the power of the people the Evolution will grow to
become an anti-corporation like no other, with as
much financial power as any corporation the
world has ever seen and all that power will be
directed towards building the infrastructure
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needed for a resource based economy society and
moving our whole race towards a new age.
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LIFESTYLE, A PRECIOUS RESOURCE
One of the founding concepts of The Evolution is
to supply the highest-level quality of life possible
for all its members. This is reflected in health and
education, the environment, and our building, it’s
also reflected in member’s lifestyle. Comfort art
and beauty will be commonplace in The Evolution
communities. With the use of abundance
technology areas will be set out with the best of
available equipment and settings. When The
Evolution builds and provides a table it is in the
best interests of the coop to use only the most
sustainable, well-built and beautiful table that its
technology and resources allows as it lasts longer
and needs replacing less and will also increase the
quality of members lives to have it the most
beautiful and comfortable possible. This concept
flows through everything that The Evolution builds
and uses.
Another very important aspect of lifestyle is
travel. Being able to travel and experience things
and places is vital in order to be able achieve an
abundant lifestyle and as such will be considered a
precious resource within the Evolution.
Experiencing new things is how people learn and
grow and reach their full potential. To this end
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one of the main avenues of business that the
Evolution will go into early on will be travel and
tourism oriented.
Cafes, Restaurants and even resorts will be
considered important infrastructure as well as the
ability to get from place to place. These
businesses will be managed with the same
concept as all the businesses in the Evolution
where all the ‘profit’ is available for use by society
members and closing the loop in production is
core.
i.e. In owning a resort some of the main outgoings
will be food and electricity. By owning the food
production and the power station it significantly
cuts the costs of that resort allowing for more
member use.
Eventually most of the areas you go in the
Evolution will be at least as comfortable and
beautiful as our modern day five star resorts with
the exception being places that are deliberately
set up for people who wish a different experience
in life but in the beginning the Evolution will own
many places for the early members to experience
the best of what life has to offer.
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Beautiful gardens, stunning buildings, places to
eat and places to play and a release from the
stress and pressure created from a profit
mentality are all part of what comes from
removing the restrictions of the finance system
and treating lifestyle as a precious resource.
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TECHNOLOGY IN ABUNDANCE
Over the last century through the industrial
revolution we have had many incredible scientific
and engineering breakthroughs in the field of
abundance that have never seen financial backing
or significant advancement due to the effects they
would have on scarcity or jobs within their viable
industry. From the ability to grow and harvest
fruit to complex robotics capable of constructing
things with ease all have been placed on the pile
of not financially viable.
In the Evolution ecologically sustainable
abundance creating technologies will be among
the most important and worthy of research
category’s as it will always be in the best interest
of The Evolution to produce in this manner.
Today advancements in 3d printing and robotics
are breaking boundaries in what we as a society
can do. A person can now quite literally, with the
right equipment, press a button and have 3d
printing and robotics build almost anything and
with next to no cost.
i.e. A vehicle can be 3d printed using mainly hemp
plastic, completely renewable and very easily
acquired at a resource level. It can be powered by
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a completely renewable power source,
manufactured by 3d printing and robotics, and
can be printed and manufactured at a press of a
button.
So why aren’t there 3d printed vehicles
everywhere if they cost nothing? Because scarcity
is how money is made. If there were vehicles
everywhere available to anyone, they would have
no value.
As a society in our communities, although
technology brings us many advantages, we need
to find a very careful balance of people’s desires.
Some people don’t want high levels of technology
in their day to day lives and this must be catered
for in the society. Some areas will be completely
free of technology for people to be able to get
back to basics in the way they like to. Yet others
will offer state of the art comfort and luxury
wherever you go.
As for production once The Evolution has taken
control of the ability to do 3d printing and
robotics and has control of the production of
resources at a base level it will literally be able to
print anything without ‘cost’. While money still
exists, it will all but literally be able to print money
in printing goods and selling them.
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AN ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS
In the Evolution members have a lot more free
time available. After they have finished their time
at work to cover their production needs, they no
longer have any restrictions on how they spend
their time. Some will travel and some will study
some will do art and some will do nothing at all,
but another group will volunteer.
Volunteers in the Evolution will be looked at as
among the most respected members of society for
what they do for the people. They will be the ones
that will be given the best seat in a dining area
and their words will stand out in a community
meetings and will often be the ones that are voted
onto The Evolution council positions.
Many people aspire to help or serve people. Often
people go into the field of work they do not
because of the money they will make but rather
what they can do for society or people. Teachers,
Doctors, scientist and emergency personnel are
among a few obvious ones but there are many
others. In a system based on production rather
than making money move around the desire to
help people and society doesn’t diminish but
rather grows.
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Other people do the work they do for the love of
their trade. A chef will often become a chef not
for the money made but for the love of cooking
and delighting people with their food or an
architect will go into their profession to be able to
draw and create marvellous structures. When
these people no longer must work to support
their living it won’t mean that the love, they have
for the things they do will instantly disappear. A
chef will still love cooking and an architect will still
love drawing and creating.
Once finished their production hours these people
will be free to do as they want, to come and go as
they please, but the wealth of their experience
will always be highly valued and respected. They
will be encouraged and invited to spend whatever
time they wish in positions of guidance among the
services they have trained in.
All service needs will be covered by new society
members doing the hours required to fulfil their
life production requirements. There will never be
a need for volunteers to work as the continuous
production of the society will be covered by the
new society members and so anything a volunteer
adds will be a boost to society production and
needs.
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Volunteers that dedicate their lives towards their
fields of work will end up in positions of authority
in their services giving guidance to those new
society members learning the craft.
i.e. In a food service area new members assigned
to ensuring production will take care of all the
mundane tasks cleaning and doing prep and if a
volunteer is unavailable, cooking meals but if an
experienced volunteer that has worked in the
service for years is available and wants to cook
then they will have the option to become the chef
and direct the kitchen making more food available
of a higher standard.
Or in a mechanical workshop, new members will
keep the day to day running of the facility under
control. Ensuring the productivity of the workshop
but if an experienced volunteer was available they
would be welcome to come and go adding advice
and their technical experience and if they
dedicated enough time would naturally find
themselves in a position of direction and respect
through the work they do.
People naturally hate to be forced to do things
and rebel against being told what to do but given
the option to do what they love are naturally
productive. This system of volunteers takes away
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from that NEED to work, to make money and to
pay the bills and allows people to become
naturally productive. It will ensure only people
truly impassioned about what they do and with a
desire to do more for people and society will end
up in authority positions in our industries and
services and increase the productivity of our
society in ways yet unimaginable.
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NO MORE COAL, GAS OR OIL
Over the last decade the story of early 20th
century inventor Nikola Tesla has come to be well
known. Tesla invented A.C. power and some of
the world’s most incredible advancements. His
career supposedly ended very rapidly when he
invented a free energy device and started building
Wardenclyffe tower. He could use this tower to
collect and transfer energy in of the earth’s
atmosphere allowing people anywhere to tap into
the source without the use of powerlines. This
legendary sustainable energy system would have
created an abundance of natural energy. He was
financed by J.P.Morgan and the banker realized
that with this invention went the ability to charge
for electricity due to the proposed available
abundance. He could only sell a once off for the
unit to capture the power.
Really interesting story and if you don’t know it
you should research it but the point is then and
many other times in our recent history free
energy has been discovered and quashed by Oil
and Gas companies to ensure continued profit.
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Instead we use coal and gas and other nonrenewable, unabundant resources to ensure
scarcity in our energy market.
This has led to the near destruction of our
beautiful precious planet all for greed and power
and can no longer be allowed to continue.
In the Evolution this act would be against the core
principles and can never and would never happen.
The Evolution must supply all the power use for its
members and has no profit need. It would be only
common sense that if a power supply could be set
up such as a wave generator or wind generator
that once in place, would supply power with no
more resource cuts down on ‘costs’ for the
society. The Evolution intends to push the
boundary in these hidden renewable technologies
in order to create more sustainability with less
impact to its members or the environment.
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WHAT’S IN THE HEART, NOT IN THE
POCKET
In our world today we are taught to aspire wealth.
Although many are waking up, through the whole
nature of the way our system is set up we are
taught to admire those that are wealthy. In our
advertising and our movies how luxurious and
grand and great it is to be wealthy. We are taught
that to be successful in life is to attain material
possession and that a person who has less is less,
although once again people are beginning to
awaken to how wrong this is, it’s been a part of
our society for a long time and still our
mainstream promotes this school of thought.
A person attains social rank and esteem through
the amount of money and wealth they control.
This can lead to even the most crocked, bigoted
and even racist people becoming role models and
even people of great social position and
responsibility and is clearly unhealthy for our
society.
Due to issues relating to wealth and social
inequality many great people who choose to live
with less attachment to physical possession are
not seen or heard in the light they should be.
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In the Evolution everybody is on an even footing
with no lifestyle differences through wealth and
possession. The only thing that will make a person
gain social esteem is the deeds they do for others.
If a person works hard to increase the
environment around him for society people will
naturally respect that person.
People naturally aspire to be respected by their
peers. Humans are a social creature in most cases
and wish for social acceptance. In the Evolution
people will naturally aspire to do things, great
things for their society to achieve that social
acceptance and position. And those that do will be
the ones to achieve it.
In the Evolution volunteers who have dedicated
their lives towards helping society and the people
move forward will be the people who attain social
ranking and position. People who are socially
minded and motivated and impassioned to do the
best for the world around them will be those that
find themselves in positions of respect and
authority within our industry and government
helping to ensure honesty and integrity within
those important positions.
In a world without money what matters is what’s
in a person’s heart not what’s in their pocket.
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HEMP, THE ‘OVER’ ABUNDANT
RESOURCE
In the early parts of the 20th century Henry T. Ford
built one of his very first cars almost entirely out
of hemp plastic.
Hemp is a resource that has been deliberately
hidden away from humanity in a manner that has
led almost to the destruction of our planet. It can
make plastic, diesel, material, hempcrete (like
concrete but lighter and stronger) and hemp
board (like wood but lighter and stronger). It can
make medicine and many other products and is
one of the most easily renewable resources on the
planet.
For a millennia hemp was amongst the primary
crops we grew and resources we have used, but
over the last century a heated debate on hemp
has raged. Why? As stated, earlier hemp is one of
the most renewable resources on the planet and
can be grown to abundance with ease. With
abundance comes a lack of profit.
During the 1930’s a campaign was launched called
‘the reefer madness campaign’ where the strain of
hemp called marijuana was depicted as a
psychotic drug that caused madness on its users.
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Supposedly the campaign was launched by a
group of powerful petrochemical companies.
Recently the discovery of Oil and Fuel had led to
the discovery of plastic and its ability to be
moulded into nearly anything and used to make a
huge range of products. Only one thing was in the
way of Billions of dollars profit. As well as oil,
plastic and bio diesel could be created from Hemp
oil, and as such, plastic and fuel would be almost
worthless due to its available abundance through
hemp. It was in the best interest of this group of
very rich, very greedy, very powerful companies
to remove the competition and remove the
greatest resource on the planet.
Hemp can be completely farmed by machinery
and robotics it can be harvested by robotic
harvesters and refined in automated refineries.
From there it can be used in 3d printers and
printed into nearly anything you could imagine.
Used along with a recycling setup for metal and
glass and their automation this would mean that
one or two people making sure that the robotics
and automated machinery keep working can quite
literally print out almost any amount of anything.
Houses, vehicles, machinery, tools and toys a
whole world full at the touch of a button.
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In the Evolution hemp technology will be used and
advanced to the very height of its ability allowing
it to supply its members easily and renewably
with nearly anything.
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WORK IN THE EVOLUTION,
PRODUCTIVITY, NOT PROFIT
In our society so many man hours are wasted on
meaningless tasks. From the supervisor watching
the supervisor through to the factory hand we
waste precious productivity. So many
unproductive jobs are there all because of the
economy. Salespeople, bankers, insurers, and
accountants only purpose is to make money move
around but that isn’t near the worst of it. How
many factory workers out there in third world
countries are doing jobs that could be easily done
by robots to build things that are designed to
break and be thrown away?
Statistics show that even before taking into
consideration what robots could do, and they can
do a lot that we don’t let them, at least 60% of
human work is wasted on unproductive jobs done
only to make money move. This means over
society if you work 50 hours per week on average
(and many do) for 30 hours a week you might as
well be standing on your head for how much it
actually does for humanity and societies
production.
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By the time you have worked for ten years at
most you have done all the work hours needed for
you to have provided all you will ever use. Your
work has been completed and the rest of the
years you work are being stolen from you to
ensure the movement of money. Our
governments are continuously looking for ways to
make jobs to keep down the unemployment rate
to ensure people have money. This results in
many useless positions being created with no
more intent than to ensure we are all always
working. As a society we work to make money and
profit and not to supply ourselves with food and
housing etc. We have trapped ourselves into
financial slavery spending years of our lives being
forced into work to ensure an imaginary economy
can stay afloat. Instead of living in freedom and
comfort we hold ourselves in self-inflicted stress
and pressure to make sure the bills are paid. This
is so wrong for our society and holds us back in so
many ways that the realization that it is so
needless should affect us all to our very core.
Sadly, Robotics are also slowed down in their
advancement and even looked at in fear by our
society because with more robotics means less
jobs to make money.
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“We should be celebrating the coming of our
robotic achievements as it has actually freed us
from the need to do manual labour.” Colin Turner,
Free World Charter
In the Evolution work isn’t done to make money
move around, it’s done to ensure productivity and
supply are kept up. This means we don’t waste
precious hours of people’s lives doing meaningless
jobs, it also means we aren’t scared of robotics as
it sets the members free from mundane tasks.
Still there will always be an amount of work that
has to be done in order to fulfil the needs of the
society but in The Evolution it is in the mandate to
provide the best quality of life for its members
and slavery doesn’t have any place in any form. In
the Evolution work is done for production or for
passion, not profit.
At first The Evolution will either employ people
out of profit from its businesses or utilise new
members to fulfil work needs. When a new
member starts the journey of becoming a
member, they must do an amount of work before
attaining membership this will be the work hours
required to fulfil production needs.
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Eventually this system will be reworked but the
basic principle is that the amount of man hour’s
productivity required for the society to sustain
itself and the social projects it is working on, is
calculated and averaged out. This will include all
the service needs of the society such as repair
personnel and medical and emergency staff. Once
all the infrastructure is in place for the mundane
unnecessary work to be completed by automation
and we start to work with true abundance
technology away from the profit mentality the
amount of required hours will be surprisingly low
in order to ensure our society’s needs. These
hours will be averaged out to calculate the
average hours each new member needs to
complete in order to achieve the society’s needs.
This along with the ‘volunteer army’ as explained
elsewhere will ensure our society has all it needs
to live in abundance and comfort.
In the future as a new member or a young person
starts the journey towards membership, they
must do the amount of hour’s work that will be
required to cover their lifetime’s productivity
needs. This would work out to maybe 5-8 year’s
work as an estimate. They would do these years
doing the tasks required by the society, that were
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not being fulfilled by volunteer workers, in order
to ensure all productivity was covered.
People naturally find it mentally much easier to
motivate themselves to work when they see an
end to the task and a reward. It is very hard on
some one’s sense of self and well-being when
they are trapped in a situation of mundane work
with no end in sight. When a person knows that
they only have to do a limited and known amount
of work to complete before being released to
appreciate the true rewards of their work for the
rest of their lives completing the appointed task
becomes much easier.
After they had finished the hours required for
their needs a person is then free to do as they
please. For most people though, as explained
elsewhere, this is only the beginning of their
production journey. A cook that loves to cook for
people doesn’t just stop loving cooking for people
when they no longer get paid or need to work for
production. A nurse that loves helping people
doesn’t just stop wanting to help people at the
end of the years required for their production. But
now when they work, they do it because they
want to not because they need too. And their
work is only done for love and passion, not profit.
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THE RETURN OF CRAFT WORKS OF
ART
Once a member has finished the required work for
their production needs, they are free for the rest
of their lives. Free to enjoy travel and adventure
as they see fit, to live wherever The Evolution is
and to experience everything The Evolution has to
offer. But that’s not where work ends.
People love doing things. After seeing so many
places and doing so many wonderful things the
average person will find themselves content
around their family in a nice spot. But people get
bored. A carpenter loves working with wood it’s
their passion, now they have access to all the raw
materials they want, and all the best of
equipment is just down at the workshop nearby.
They have no production need, that’s already
done. They aren’t there because they need to
make a profit or a living. They are there because
they want to be there. They can now take their
time and create. They can take 15 years to build a
table if they want and make it the most incredible
piece of woodwork ever conceived.
Through the modern money profit mentality, we
have lost the craft work of old times. We no
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longer make the beautiful pieces we see in
antique shops or on tv, there isn’t any profit in
them so we have lost the art. The Evolution will
naturally usher in a new era of the long-lost craft
artisan.
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TRANSPORT
In today’s world the technology we use to move
around both ourselves and our goods is well
outdated. In the last century we have destroyed
massive areas in order to create our
superhighways and our vehicles have spewed out
carbon monoxide into our air to the point of
suffocation. We now have hundreds of thousands
of old outdated and dangerous vehicles moving
around our roads. Everyday hundreds of people
and countless animals are killed when the
technology has existed for a long time to make a
change but hasn’t and can’t be implemented in
our current financial system as to do so would
destroy the financial viability of many massive
industries and corporations. The technology we
use for transport should never have been pushed
in the direction it has been, as it so unnecessarily
destructive.
People
We are taught as a society that we all need our
own car. That the more cars we have the better
off we are. It’s a status symbol to have your own
vehicle and advertising has played on our ego for
a long time to sell us a car so someone can make a
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profit. In western society people will even look
down on a person without a vehicle as
unsuccessful or unworthy. The truth is that is in
the best interest of the powerful owners of huge
petrochemical corporations and automotive
companies for us to buy and own as many cars as
they can get us too, and to use them and the fuel
they use as much as they can make us as well. And
if those cars break or crash it’s once again in their
best interest.
Public transport is inadequate and unavailable to
most only touching a fraction of our transport
network. Busses and trains are built and run on
the strictest of budgets to ensure whatever profit
they can achieve and are generally left in a state
of disrepair and disgust. Most people avoid public
transport when they can.
Many of us spend hours of our lives surrounded
by toxic fumes in among hundreds and thousands
of commuters, caught day after day in massively
congested traffic jams. Stress and danger
becoming a common occurrence in our everyday
lives. Horrendous accidents, road rage and
impatience create anger and hurt between
complete strangers and all so unnecessary.
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For many years there have been alternate
technologies available that could change much of
the way we transport ourselves around. There
have been many alternate energy sources hidden
away that could have changed our resource
consumption but as well as this there have been
many incredible inventions that could make our
transport quicker, safer and more
environmentally friendly but for reasons of money
and control have not been implemented. The
latest high value cars can even drive themselves
with camera assist and G.P.S. technology but this
is only the tip of the ice burg of what we can do
with transport when we take away the profit
mentality and start to look at more important
values.
During the 1980s we hear of the story of Stann
Meyer. He is known for building the first hydrogen
engine for a car, this allowed his car to run on
water. He was supposedly murdered by powerful
groups in the petrochemical industry in order to
secure their fortunes and our petrol consumption.
Weather or there was a conspiracy behind his
murder is a discussion for other places but the
point to be made is that it was in the best interest
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of these petrochemical companies to ensure that
this technology was hidden.
Another story comes from the second world war.
During periods of extreme fuel shortages English
vehicle owners were supposedly given a device
called a fuel vaporiser that made fuel efficiency
raise dramatically in cars. These devices were
supposedly called back after the war. Again
weather there was a conspiracy involving these
units is a for another place the point being that it
is in the best interest of petrochemical companies
to hide this technology if it is available as to allow
it to become something widespread in society
would massively diminish the ability to make
money from petrol due to its increased
abundance.
We all want to be able to get around quickly,
easily, comfortably and sometimes privately. We
want to be able to get from A to B reliably, when
we want to.
Although it will take time for it to grow to the
point where infrastructure is available for mass
transit, as it grows The Evolution must supply all
the transport requirements for its members. Not
only the vehicles and systems themselves but the
required resources for running the equipment
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itself. In the Evolution manifesto and due the
concepts, The Evolution runs on this equipment
must be of the highest quality, comfort and safety
available as well as environmentally sustainable
and causing as little damage as possible. It must
utilize as little non-renewable resource as that will
always be in The Evolution best interest. It must
be abundantly available in a manner that
enhances lifestyle experience.
As The Evolution grows it will purchase transport
companies such as coaches and airlines but will
need to change the way it manages transport with
new technology as the infrastructure and
resources become available in order to fulfil its
obligations to society members.
There are many incredible technologies that have
been available or are coming available that could
achieve the requirements of The Evolution society
and as infrastructure is built many questions
about the best ways to proceed will arise.
The writer envisions in The Evolution that walking
and bicycles will become much more commonly
utilized, being promoted by The Evolution for
many reasons, health environmental and resource
protection but as well as this a system of small
electric cars similar to golf carts will supply most
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of the movement around a local areas. For longer
travel there will be both a series of monorails as
well as drone like, quad propeller self-guided
flying machines. For international travel the
technology in maglev trains could be used for
safe, reliable, cheap, comfortable and fast travel
from one side of the world to the next.
How this will eventuate in reality is a question for
engineers and scientists and the people, but the
point is that travel will change greatly in The
Evolution in ways that will be safer, cleaner,
faster, more comfortable and easier than anything
we have so far known in our history.
Goods
In the financial system and especially a capitalist
system the movement of goods is a major
contributing factor to the movement and making
of money. The movement of goods is what makes
money work. In the area that an item is produced
it is abundant and worth little the further you
move that item away from its abundance the
more it is worth and the more profit it creates.
I.e. In a region they grow a rare variety of
something, let’s say some fruit. In this region the
fruit is prolific on trees all around, you can even
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pick them on the side of the road or in household
gardens. You can’t sell the fruit in its home region
for very much at all due to its abundance. In other
regions the fruit doesn’t grow and won’t grow,
but people still want it and now will have to spend
resources and time on travelling to the region
they grow in to get them from the tree or have
them delivered to them and pay the costs
involved to get them transported. The more
resources used and the more hands that it goes
through the more profit must be generated in the
process. In transport the main costs are fuel, man
hours and vehicle repairs. The further they go the
more cost involved. Profit on top is calculated in a
basic way of saying as a percentage above the
costs. In the purchasing region the price of the
good is set from the perceived value of the goods,
the transport and the profit.
Although this is a very simple way of looking at
how transport costs effect profit margins, a whole
book could and probably has been written on the
subject, the intent is to point out the underlying
encouragement and promotion from within the
money system to regionalise production and
transport goods as far as possible. By producing
things in particular regions increases the scarcity
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in regions not producing those items and the
further you take the good from where it is
produced more profit potential is created.
This has had some very drastic consequences to
the way our resource production is managed in
our current system. Goods are transported
hundreds even thousands of miles meaninglessly
in order to create more profit potential. From
initial resource harvesting to production to
packaging and finally retail goods get moved back
and forth with no more intent than to create
profit.
This movement of goods waists an incredible
amount of precious non-renewable resources and
causes an unacceptable amount of environmental
harm to our world when it is done with no
production value other than to make money move
and to support a profit mentality.
The Evolution must supply any resources it needs
to move goods around to its members. It is the
best interest of The Evolution to minimalize the
amount of resources required in the supply of its
members and so it is in its best interest to
produce things as closely to where they are
needed and would never move goods around
unnecessarily.
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PRODUCTION
In our current financial system, the way we set up
production is designed to maximise profit not
production. We use old environmentally harmful
equipment thrown together in dirty toxic regions.
We build hundreds of facilities to do production
where one large facility could house and complete
all these facilities production and do multiple
tasks at once. We create massive environmental
destruction in our production and all in order to
ensure individual business interests and the
movement of money.
Production facilities are often placed miles away
from where raw resources are gathered. Vehicles
transport goods hundreds of miles from one place
to the next using fossil fuels and creating huge
amounts of carbon monoxide and more.
We produce so many useless items with the only
true purpose to move money and be thrown
away, and worst of all we commonly use nonrenewable rare resources where easily attainable
sustainable substitutes are available in order to
ensure scarcity and profit.
In the Evolution with the change away from the
profit mentality comes a major change in why and
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how we produce things. It is in the best interest of
the Evolution and part of the guiding principles to
use the most abundantly available renewable and
environmentally sustainable resources.
Hemp products can only be seen as among the
most viable for many of The Evolution society
needs being as abundant and environmentally
friendly as it has been shown to be and will be
used in many of the things The Evolution uses.
Recycling will also be a very important part of
Evolution production as the less raw materials it
needs to supply at the base level the less demand
on the corp. Materials that are unrenewable yet
necessary like metals will be treated with much
more respect in Evolution and used as sparingly as
possible in technology used. As the Evolution
grows, with recycling of old redundant equipment
and infrastructure as a major practice and the use
of abundant technology and resources Evolution
production will have environmentally friendly
renewable resources available for its production
well into the future.
It will always be in the best interest of Evolution
to use the very best and most reliable of available
technology for production as it will have to
replace it much less frequently. It is in the best
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interest of Evolution to ensure that production of
goods is as local as possible to cut down on
transport resource use. It is a guiding principle to
provide the very best quality of life available for
the members and also to have as little negative
environmental impact as possible so only the
cleanest available technology will be used in
production and all structures in Evolution and are
built to be as aesthetically pleasing as possible
and to fit into the surrounds. Evolution production
facilities will be state of the art environmentally
friendly and beautiful operations allowing local
and easy access to almost anything a member
could need or want all built or created in a
sustainable manner.
As with many of the Evolution principles and ideas
how this will evolve will be up to others, in this
case mainly engineers. As the Evolution grows
experienced people will come forth with the
knowledges to be able to achieve what will be
required for Evolution to complete its production
needs within its guidelines and principles. But by
using those principles our society’s production will
move forward in technology and technique
beyond even the industrial revolution. Like with
all things in a system without money the only
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boundaries to what we can do are the raw
materials available, and our knowledge and
willpower to create.
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DISTRIBUTION
The details of how distribution and production in
the Evolution will work will be a work in progress
for some time. How community will evolve, and
change is something that can only be theorised on
until time and events pass allowing the questions
that arise to be answered.
In the beginning of the journey towards becoming
a true resource based economy the Evolution will
distribute goods through retail stores and shop
fronts of all kinds designed to act in a manner to
both provide necessary goods to society members
as well as to sell wears to those still within the
financial system but as Evolution grows and
becomes self-sufficient the need to act in this
retail fashion will become obsolete.
Evolution must supply all the goods the society
members need in order to fulfil its obligations. It
treats all people exactly even and must make
things readily available for all. All production is
done as localised as possible as explained
elsewhere and with a minimum of transport.
With today’s computer abilities creating a system
to manage an even distribution of goods into
necessary areas will be easy to create. Using a
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computer system will help to ensure the unbiased
distribution of available resources. Using
abundance technology and renewable resource
most items will be abundantly available in all
regions but there will still be a need to move
certain resources and items from area to area and
to ensure fair distribution of these goods. These
rarer goods will be managed by computer to be
available at where they are needed for even
production or distribution.
When it comes to final level distribution the most
effective and efficient way that the Evolution can
achieve this with non-perishable items is to have
areas designated for storage and distribution.
Almost like warehouses these areas would be set
up as close to local production facilities as
possible and would allow for the distribution of
goods from local areas as well as goods from
further afield. They would be as automated as
possible and staffed by new society members
doing their required production hours. They
would be connected to transport networks for
transported goods. A society member could go to
these warehouses and collect any needed item.
As with all things in the Evolution these items are
not ‘owned’ in the commonly understood manner
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and it would be the responsibility of members to
return these items if viable for recycling or reuse.
It is important to remember here that in the
Evolution the reason we make and use things
changes dramatically. No longer design things to
break or be used and thrown away. No longer do
we collect things for status symbols. We are no
longer surrounded by advertising encouraging us
to buy this useless thing or that. We live in homes
that have been set up with everything we could
need in our day to day lives that are serviced
replacing or repairing any damaged or dead
equipment. We have access to areas set up with
entertainment facilities and workshops all
serviced to the highest level. The number of items
that the Evolution society actually needs to or
desires to be able to collect as individuals reduces
dramatically and so too does our overall need to
produce.
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QUALITY ORGANIC FOOD
Food and the way we eat are greatly affected by
the financial system with many detrimental
effects for our health, our environment, our
community, our sense of wellbeing, our ability to
learn and much more. Food is among the most
precious of resources and its quality and
availability is a major contributing factor to the
quality of life led by individuals within a society.
In our world today the quality of food that is
consumed by the average person is very poor.
Although we have great diversity in the foods, we
have available a great deal of the food we
consume is full of chemical preserves, colouring,
and flavouring.
Due to ease in the rush of day to day life in the
finance system and the bombardment of
advertising we choose to eat from huge
commercial chains that feed us food with the sole
intent to make money and as a result serve very
substandard produce at best.
We often eat on our own, cooking meals as
quickly and easy as possible when we would much
rather eat in a relaxed atmosphere with friends
and family, eating food cooked well by someone
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with passion. The main reason we don’t is due to
the time and financial restrictions inflicted upon
us by living within a financial system.
We grow huge monocultures, directly and
indirectly controlled by massive corporations,
using massive quantities of chemical fertilizers
and causing huge amounts of environmental
damage in the process.
In the pursuit of the control of abundance some
large corporations have gone as far as to create
genetically modified seeds. Although genetically
modified seed stock can produce apparently
superior quantities and qualities of food this
process inevitably stops the produce to
reproduce. This will result in seed stocks being
able to be closely monitored and controlled.
Where we are potentially headed with this
technology in our society has some EXTREMLY
concerning possibility’s and cannot be allowed to
happen for humanities true freedom and human
rights.
Even the available abundance of food that comes
from being able to grow our own garden, an act
that should be well within any persons rights, is
now being threatened with laws prohibiting the
growth of private vegetable gardens being forced
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into place in some states in America and
elsewhere.
In the Evolution what we eat and the way we eat
and the way we produce food will be very
different to the way we do now. Due to
Evolution’s need to supply the very best quality in
life for its members, the very best food possible
will be made readily and easily available and how
we treat the environment in our production of
food can also only be done in environmentally
sustainable and beautiful manner.
Using organic permaculture principles, abundance
production technology, new member’s production
hours and the many dedicated volunteers that will
come from people who love to garden Evolution
gardens will be a beautiful part of the society
spreading incredible food, fruit, vegetables and
medicines all around member’s homes and
suppling the food needs of the members with
beautiful organic produce.
Members will have access to many places to eat
where they can gather with family and friends in
relaxed comfortable environments and enjoy well
cooked and prepared meals whenever they are
hungry. They will also have the option to have
meals delivered to their homes or to take fresh
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produce home daily to be home cooked if they
wish as well.
Eating in large groups of family and community
will naturally be a part of the evolution of society
and community within the Evolution and will help
in breaking down much of the separations within
families and even overall society.
Having access to highly nourishing well-prepared
organic produce and meals in abundance will
energize and uplift people and along with the
many other changes in the society around them
help to move people into a new age of
consciousness.
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BUILDING ARCHITECTURAL
MASTERPIECES
In our past we have gone through periods of time
where our everyday architecture and building
practices were in many ways far better than what
we use today. At the time the push for profit was
less intense than in today’s capitalist system and
even though our technology has advanced
through the last century in huge leaps we rarely
use our technology at its highest level due to
financial considerations. In a financial system due
to the push for the need of profit the average
building is built as cheaply as possible. By the time
the that building has been in place for 50 years it
will already be ready for destruction and
rebuilding as it will be falling apart due to its
budgeted construction technique and the
materials used.
As is common practice in a financial system
although we have many renewable alternate
techniques and resources available. We rarely use
them due to the need to create scarcity in order
to create profit.
Our technology has advanced so far that we can
now print out almost any structure using
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hempcrete and 3d printing. This technology could
be advancing the way we build in ways almost
unfathomable, but the money required for its
development won’t be put forward as with that
ability comes the removal of scarcity in our
building and housing needs and the removal of
some ones profit. Imagine all the builders that it
would put out of work if the technology to print
houses in almost any design was fully developed
and released.
In Evolution the motivations about how and why
we build a structure change dramatically.
Evolution must provide all the materials needed in
building a building and it also needs to replace any
buildings that need replacing. It follows Evolution
principles that it be built with the very best of
renewable materials and be built to have harmony
within its surrounding in both aesthetics and its
environmental impact.
In Evolution we no longer have fear of our robotic
and technological abilities taking away from the
NEED to do work and will advance these
technologies to the best of our abilities eventually
allowing our architects and builders to achieve
things at ease beyond the dreams of today’s
standards with much less man power.
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The world that will eventually arise within the
Evolution society will be filled with architectural
marvels that will be beautiful in harmony with
nature and their surrounds and will stand for
hundreds of years.
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HOUSING
The Evolution must supply all the housing needs
for its society members. These homes will be built
following the Evolution principles and will be built
using only the very best of techniques and
technology available. Although greatly diverse in
their design and function to cater for as much
individuality as possible the structures will be built
with aesthetic intent and to fit in with the
environment around them.
People are naturally diverse. In the way we dress,
the things we like to do, and in the way we live,
we all have our unique tastes and appreciations.
In the Evolution we see that diversity is the
pathway to unique thought and will always be
promoted and cultured. That diversity will be
displayed in the houses we build in the Evolution.
Some people like to live in apartments, some in
suburbia, and others within the forest, some
people want a home filled with technological
wonders and others wish for nothing more than a
bed in the trees, and all will be catered for.
On the most, people simply want an easy
comfortable home. A place where they can relax
and rest and prepare for the next adventure.
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Although the journey towards discovering the
right balances of design and functionality will be a
long journey and will take time to find, we
envision that most dwellings will be simple and
beautiful. Set up with all the best in technology to
make life comfortable and enjoyable, modern
luxury items will be commonplace such as spas or
entertainment systems.
In our current world we build massive mansions
filled with dozens of rooms and huge areas of land
around them. Often these homes are owned by a
wealthy person or couple who live there on their
own with many rooms never used. We have huge
areas of massive buildings utilizing huge amounts
of resources and getting used by a small handful
of people. At the same time, we have huge
populations living in the dirt, with the only
resource being used, some iron for shanties.
When looked at with a non-profit mentality, with
an eye for society and not self, this is beyond
backwards, it’s a shame on our culture. This
mentality must change for the best of our society
our species and our world.
In the Evolution homes are beautiful, functional,
and comfortable. They are built to sustain the
highest level of living quality and will be well
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beyond most of our current standards for a home.
They will be built with the number of occupants
intended in mind and not filled with empty rooms
that never get used. They will be built in a sort of
minimalist approach only containing what is
needed.
It is important to note here that how we live in
the Evolution homes will change a great deal from
how we do today. The Evolution neighbourhood is
VERY different to our current neighbourhoods.
They are filled with gardens and art and set out
with entertainment spaces, places to eat similar to
restaurants, workshops and studios filled with
technology, sporting areas and gyms and much
more, and all there for members to access at any
time, with no money. Many of the activities we
commonly do in our homes will no longer be a
part of our home lives as they are today.
Having access to well cooked meals that can be
shared with family and friends, in environments
filled with entertainment and enjoyment will
make eating in community a much larger part of
our day to day. Having access to state-of-the-art
recreation and sporting facilities will encourage
social gatherings and make group activities much
more common. Having access to travel all around
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the world will open the way for extended
journeys. Overall, this will mean people on
average, will spend very little time in their
dwelling using it mainly to sleep and wash and
have personal time, spending most time with
family and friends in community surrounds.
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CRIME AND THE END OF THE WAR ON
DRUGS
In a world without money, a world of true
economic equality, many of the crimes that occur
today would never happen. Most crimes happen
due to the frustration that comes from being
unable to achieve something because of economic
situation. When a person is unable to feed
themselves or their family regardless of the laws
in place, they will do what needs to be done to
achieve that end. To achieve freedom from the
economic slavery we find ourselves in, people will
sometimes do terrible things.
In Evolution crimes involving theft disappear all
but entirely, no more muggings for the cash in
some ones wallet, no more break and entry to
gain goods that everyone has access to, and no
more violent armed robberies at banks or shops
that no longer exist. These types of crimes cease
to exist as the inequality and scarcity no longer
exists that create them.
In our current system there are many useless laws
that would no longer be applicable with the way
our lives will change as the Evolution grows.
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In our current system it is in the best interest of
the governments to create laws that are designed
to create revenue. A government can make
significant financial reward out of mundane laws
such as minor traffic infringements.
Using financial measures such as fines as the
punishment of crimes results in an uneven
distribution of so-called justice when a rich person
pays the same as a poor person. Corporations and
the superrich do things that are completely
immoral and against the law knowing that if they
are caught it means very little for them to pay the
fine while a pensioner that makes a small
harmless blunder can be put into deep financial
stress. This is clearly a system that is inadequate,
uneven and wrong.
For decades the war on drugs has ragged.
Thousands of people’s lives have been destroyed
along with so many unnecessary and immoral
deaths, and our prisons swell with people that
have never hurt anyone but themselves. Our
police have been militarised and at times the war
rages out on the streets. There is still, after so
much wrong, hard drugs in our communities.
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Billions of dollars of revenue in the form of fines
have been raised by our governments in the
process.
There are many questions about legal structure
and punishment in the Evolution that cannot be
answered here, in truth those are questions for
the people and the world and will be among
questions covered at the New Earth festival, but
for the sake of this book a few fundamental
differences between our current system and the
Evolution should be covered.
In the Evolution useless revenue raising laws will
disappear as there is no need to raise revenue and
the avenue of punishment is gone. In the
Evolution the only laws should be based around
harm to others and harm to the environment. It is
in the mandate of the Evolution to supply the best
quality of life possible for its members. Actions of
self-harm should be treated with education and
help from health professionals not punishment as
this is the best option for both the individual and
the society. In the end, a healed healthy
prosperous person is much better for society than
an angry incarcerated one. The war on drugs will
end.
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With the removal of scarcity and inequality, with a
high level of education, with the lessening of
stress from getting off the rat wheel and with a
culture of help not punishment crime will reduce
within the Evolution society dramatically.
The writer envisions that the crimes that remain
in Evolution, crimes of passion or anger generally
will be punished in a completely different fashion
as money no longer exists. As a society member
you have the rights of access to everything. With
wrongdoing comes the loss of those rights and the
ability to utilize available services.
i.e. If someone was to get drunk at a social area
and start a fight, they might lose access to that
area and to the ability to attain alcohol for a
period of time.
Punishment will be even for all, in all cases from
minor to serious wrongdoing, with no differences
in economic situation to create an uneven field in
our justice system.
Policing will also change dramatically with the
lessening of crime and the end of the drug war.
No more will we have highly armed militarised
police roaming our neighbourhoods killing
innocents accidently. In Evolution community
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minded volunteers will be a major part of the
policing force. Similar to the sheriffs of times past,
they will be elected members of the community
and chosen due to their level of trust. The changes
that come with the Evolution will naturally usher
in a new era of respect for those given that
difficult, dangerous and important role in our
society.
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EMERGENCY SERVICES
Emergency services are one of the most important
factors contributing to a first-class modern
society. The ability to have help in an emergency
is vital to a feeling of security within our day to
day lives. In our current financial system
emergency services like most social services are
considered a drain on common resources. In a
money system they rely upon tax revenue to
operate. Even though they are literally life and
death systems, emergency services are often
underfunded and utilizing old outdated
technology. With the removal of a profit
mentality, like many things this changes
dramatically.
In Evolution, once it has achieved a point of selfsustainability the only thing that becomes a factor
in what these services are supplied is a matter of
raw resources not money, and manpower. Using
abundance technology, practices and resources
the emergency services in Evolution society will be
continuously updated with the very best of
technology available for their service.
Manned and operated by the same principles as
all Evolution services, emergency services will be
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as automated as possible but will also be operated
by both new members and volunteers. Dedicated
volunteers will lead these organizations and will
help to guide them to be the best the world has
ever seen.
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KEEPING US HEALTHY NOT MAKING
US WELL
The world we live in today is backwards in the way
it deals with many situations as this book outlines
but one of what we consider the most inhumane,
ridiculously inadequate and backwards parts of
our current system is within our medicine and
health. In our current system a doctor or medical
practitioner trades the ability to make you well.
You go to a doctor when you are ill and pay them
to make you better. This means, as explained
earlier in ‘The end of trade’, that it is in the best
interest of the medical industry for you to be sick,
as that is where they make money. In a world of
abundant health, a medical practitioner’s ability to
make a living is greatly lessened. The implications
of this are very dangerous for our society to say
the very least.
It is widely known and understood that there are
many natural remedies within our world. There
are herbs and extracts of many kinds able to cure
many illnesses, and have been used to do so for
many eons, but we as a society today hardly ever
use these remedies any more, instead we use
chemically reproduced synthetic varieties of the
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same base ingredients from massive
pharmaceutical companies that we get charged
huge amounts for. If herb and extract use was
commonly encouraged by our society and we all
had these herbs growing in abundance in our
home regions, these pharmaceutical companies
could no longer make the massive profits that
they do.
For many years it has been whispered that there
are many very common cures for cancer. There is
a very large community of people now that truly
believe that they have cured themselves from this
very foul disease through the use alternate
techniques and medicine such as cannabis oil
extracts. It is believed by these people that these
cures have been deliberately held away from the
mainstream population in order to protect the
many billion-dollar industry that has been created
by the cancer epidemic.
We don’t wish to enter the debate of whether or
not there is a conspiracy within these big multinational corporations in order to suppress health
or cures of foul disease, the truth of this is for
others to explore but we wish to point out the fact
that in our current system it is in the best interest
of these corporations to do so. That in order for
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their shareholders to continue to live the lifestyle
they lead and to make the dividends they do they
would NEED to suppress such a cure. They are also
much better off financially to encourage us to not
use and grow our own medicine as that effects
the scarcity of their product. It is also in their best
interest to suppress these knowledges as they
come available in order to secure their industries
financial position.
It’s very sad but our current financial system
encourages our health practitioners to make and
keep us unwell.
Health and medicine are a human right. For us to
have people in our society dying needlessly of
simply cured ailments when the cures and
antidotes are so easily readily available and
abundant is wrong and evil. That a person can die
of ailments such as infection in a modern society
simply because of the fiction of money and
economic depravity is a shame on our society and
MUST change.
In Evolution the way medicine and health works
will naturally be turned around. Not only is it a
part of the mandate to ensure the highest
standard of living and hence health for its
members but Evolution supplies all health services
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to its members without any money exchange, for
free and so has to supply all the needs to make
any unhealthy member well. It is in the natural
best interest of Evolution ‘financially’ to keep its
members well. The more illness within the society
the more resources and production it will need to
use to combat that illness. This will mean that it
will be in the best interest of the system to
promote health in every aspect to ensure the
lowest level of illness.
In Evolution health services of all kinds will be
abundant and easily accessed by everyone. From
dentistry to mental health services and medical
institutes all will be available and ready to help
with whatever ailment needs healing.
Herbal medicines and natural remedies will be
explored and experimented with to the greatest
of depth. With the profit mentality taken out of
the medical industry it will be in the best interest
of Evolution to find and promote the most
abundant, easy and best cures available as that
cuts down on its own need to supply additional
services.
In Evolution health, both of body and mind, will be
encouraged in every aspect of member’s lives. The
food will be of the highest standard, the schooling
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and community support like nothing we have ever
experienced in our world today. With the
lessening of stress that will come from no longer
having to make money move around and the new
freedom that will come to people to explore and
enjoy their own lives along with state of the art
health services available and abundant to the
members of Evolution society, many of the health
issues we face today will disappear and become a
thing of the past.
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NO MORE NURSING HOMES, RESPECT
OUR ELDERS
Throughout our history in traditional culture the
elders of our families and our communities were
respected for the wisdom they had from the long
lives they had led, and respected they should be,
for they help us learn and grow without having to
make the same mistakes they did, and much
more, they gave us life.
In our society today the treatment of our elders is
appalling even disgraceful. Most of our parents
and grandparents, our aunts and our uncles, even
OURSELVES, especially if low on money, are
destined to one day sit among a group of
strangers watching tv and getting feed mush while
we wait to die remembering our family and our
youth’s.
Meanwhile our youth are off working on the
unending treadmill unable to spend more than a
few hours here and there with their elder family
members due to the time restraints of making the
money go round.
In Evolution elders are finally given back the
respect they deserve. Having been helped to stay
healthy in the first place is a good start rather
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than making money on our illness, but now as a
person gets older their sons and daughters nieces
and nephews and even their grandchildren will be
finished their life productions work and will have
all the time in the world to be around them.
In the abundance of Evolution communities,
among the luxury and beauty and comfort they
provide, the elderly will have access to great food,
as with everyone, community and loved ones
around them and access to anything they need.
They will have access to state-of-the-art aged care
equipment to help any special needs and even
access to nurses if they need. They will
comfortably move through the last years of their
life with access to any health facilities or any
treatment they require, as explained elsewhere
medicine in a world with no money is very
different, and when its time they will pass on,
among their family and friends respected and
loved as they always should have been.
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SCHOOLING, THE FUTURE OF SOCIETY
In our society today, the level of education overall
is dropping. People are getting less education and
tuition to the point that overall; our society is
getting dumber. For a culturally advanced society
this is a serious issue that needs to be combated
immediately. Our children are the future of our
society and our species and cultivating their minds
towards greatness is the most important thing we
can as a society do for our future.
In today’s profit mentality system, education is
looked at as a drain of resource. We fund our
schools through our taxes and to give more tax
would impede on our own lifestyles further and
drain our own personal resources. Our
government’s budget our schools strictly and the
public-school system has continuous money flow
issues ensuring second rate equipment, textbooks
and facilities and a very small paycheck for our
teachers. Even in private schools although the
level of equipment etc. is higher, it’s still strictly
budgeted on, to ensure the required/desired
profit from the enterprise. We teach only a very
strict curriculum and allow for a very narrow field
for the differences in the way children learn.
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In today’s money system, due to many reasons, a
big one being the need to have children minded
while we work, we are forced as children to go to
school. Humans naturally hate to be forced to do
anything and rebel against that pressure. As
children we are naturally curious and love to learn
and given the right environment, filled with
excitement and fun as well as study, and the
ability to learn and study in a way that helps all
styles of learning, we will naturally seek tuition on
the subjects that interest us.
In today’s society our number one resource,
where we spend most of our community money,
is war. In Evolution our number one resource,
where we dedicate our resources most, is
education.
Concepts of how education can and will work in
Evolution is a subject that could fill another book
and so we will only touch on a few concepts and
fundamentals of what we see education could be.
In Evolution due the core concepts, money is no
longer part of the equation with education. All
education facilities will be equipped with the
latest and best technology available and will be
housed in surroundings designed to encourage to
get the best from the students. There will be the
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availability to be taught and learn in many
different ways, with a huge range of subjects at
offer. Most of the educators and teachers will be
volunteers that have finished their production
hours and now have dedicated this portion of
their lives to passing the knowledge on that they
have attained to future generations.
In the Evolution we are no longer forced to do
education but rather encouraged to. As a child
comes to an age ready for education, the child
and their parents will know that the amount of
units study and the different units studied during
the schooling years will determine what positions
they will be eligible for when it comes time for
them to do the years of work required for their
life production needs.
i.e. a student who wishes to help people in health
latter ‘when they grow up’ will know that if they
study hard and cover the right series of subjects
they will have the opportunity to work through
their production requirements in a hospital or a
laboratory and hence do their production hours
continuing to learn and gain experience in the
field they aspire to.
A lazy student will know that the choices in front
of them when it comes time to do their required
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work hours, will be much more limited and may
result in them having to settle with something
they would rather not be doing as much.
Education in the Evolution will be fun and exciting
and very different to education in today’s profit
mentality world and will be designed to
encourage people to learn and open their minds
to the greatest of their potential.
An educated people are a happy prosperous
people. Education is paramount in ensuring the
highest standards of lifestyle and as such is a core
and primary requirement of Evolution’s
obligations to its members.
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CULTURAL EXPLOSION, THE GOLDEN
AGE
In our society today our lives are all so busy and so
fast. This deadline or that appointment make us
always on the move. Life keeps getting faster and
faster. People are spending more and more time
at work and the very little time they have for left
for themselves is often spent in alcoholic stupor
trying to make the most of our brief moments of
freedom and take our minds away for just a
moment from the constant deadlines. People
have no time left to think about the deeper things
in life, our philosophy, our music and spiritual
advances have no time in this high paced profit
mentality world.
In Evolution the pace of life will slow down
dramatically. After a member has completed their
required production the pressure of having to get
up and go to work will be gone for ever. People
will have all the time in the world free to do and
think as they want. Now with all that free time
and all the resources needed available some
people will travel, some will create, some will
volunteer and yet others will think.
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Thinking and communicating about the deeper
sides of life is something our current society has
lost, delegating deep conversation and growth in
our thought to an ominous cupboard. Deep
thinkers, unconventional historians and scientist
and spiritual explorers are looked at in the
strangest way unless they conform to current
mainstream thought. Any person that looks at
anything that the mainstream explains as truth as
anything but, are discredited and ridiculed.
This has been greatly harmful to the cultural
growth of our society.
In Evolution the way we as a society live our day
to day lives changes greatly. When we stop
working to make money move around and only
work for production and passion and can live life
finally in true freedom away from the rat wheel it
will greatly change us all deeply into our very core.
When we all finally have the chance to stop. To be
able to stand still and feel secure and have all
those stress inflicting sub conscious pressures that
are created from the profit mentality finally and
permanently removed from our psyche it will be a
feeling unlike any we have ever known. We will
finally have the time to think about life, who we
are and our place in the universe.
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In Evolution philosophy and great thought will be
encouraged to become a part of everyday life. As
people find themselves free to do as they will,
after completing their production needs, the
opportunity will be given for people to return to
study. Great schools will form for people who love
to learn and love to teach. No longer designed to
support a profit mentality and filled with students
who are only there because they want to be,
these schools will study every aspect of life.
Science and philosophy, history and the spirit all
will be deeply explored by passionate people
hungry for knowledge.
Many schools of science in our current world are
held back from moving forward as fast as possible
not because of a lack of resources but by a lack of
money or profitability. Many great advances are
held back from mainstream society because they
stop someone from making money. With the
release of resources from the profit mentality,
and the need to make money along with the great
schools that will naturally form in Evolution
society, science will leap forward in ways we can
only imagine.
As well as philosophy and science the study of art
and music will become much more a part of our
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everyday existence. In our current system only a
highly successful artist or musician can sustain a
high level of financial stability through their work.
We commonly turn away from such pursuits,
things we love doing, because there is no or little
profit potential in it. Many would be great artists
or musicians spend their life doing mundane
money-making jobs instead of following their
hearts and their art. When we are released from
the need to make money, we will be left able to
finally follow our passion, and if it is art then that
is what should be done. Evolution society will be a
place filled with wondrous art and music and will
be beautiful beyond words.
Throughout our history the study of astrology was
a major part of many original cultures. From many
cultural perspectives the study of how the stars
effected the human condition was considered
among the most important pursuits of knowledge.
In our current world society, our understanding of
this very well documented science has been lost
into the past and turned into superstition and
little or no study has been done to increase our
understanding. These types of study have little or
no profit potential and so no place in our current
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system but in Evolution will be something that will
naturally remerge.
The study of history has been placed in an
interesting position in our current society. For
reasons of control we have been held away from
looking at what has come before. Our history is
among the most important of knowledges and in a
culturally advanced society should be looked at
with importance and esteem and not disregarded
as it almost is in our world today. In Evolution with
the control intention finally disempowered in our
society and the need to make profit from our
studies gone, history will be given the place in
study it deserves.
In our past we have as a society had times of great
cultural expansion, times when our culture was
propagated by the society around it in a way as to
bring great leaps forward in many schools of
thought. These periods of time where called
golden eras and it has been a long, long time since
we had a true one. When we have set ourselves
free of the profit mentality the world will surely
enter the next golden age.
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MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY
Becoming a member of the Evolution Society is
not about privilege or position but rather about
becoming part of a much larger ideal. It is about
breaking away from ownership and control and
wealth and moving towards true community.
Becoming a member gives both rights and
responsibilities.
Firstly, it gives you the right to a micro dwelling to
live in rent free and to call home forever. It gives
you the right to use all that Evolution provides
free of charge and also attend any events or
functions held by Evolution free of charge. You
have the right to use Evolution equipment and
services as they are available. You have the right
to be treated in accordance with Evolution guiding
principles and It also makes you eligible to be on
the Evolution council by vote in.
You have the responsibility to let go of ownership,
to be a part of the society in the heart, to do ones
best to ensure the thriving growth and prosperity
of the society and live by the ideals set out by the
manifesto. You are Evolution and represent the
co-op’s ideals, what it is, and what it means for
the world. Those who can let go and follow these
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ideals will ultimately be the ones voted in as
council members for their contribution.
As Evolution grows and more services and
resources become available to the society, we will
have the opportunity to remodel our society from
within, heading towards a true resource-based
economy.
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THREE STAGES TO TRANSITION
Stage 1. Market, Market, Market
For Evolution to achieve its first goals of stage 2.
purchasing the first infrastructure or resource
businesses many members must come together.
The object of membership is to be affordable by
even those in the lowest income brackets and will
be set at $10per month, a very small amount, so
in order to get to the financial position strong
enough will take the coming together of as many
people as we can get the word too that
understand the need for drastic change. In order
to achieve this the first stage of growing Evolution
will revolve around a large marketing campaign.
At first starting with social media it will increase as
more members become involved and more
finances available and will stretch into all the
forms of marketing available to us, including the
printing and distribution of the Evolution Booklet.
A large focus will be placed on workshops and
concert/festival events to bring the
environmentally aware as well as other focus
groups together to explain and discuss the plan
and direction and to generate excitement towards
the project.
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The Evolution will bring excitement at the
possibilities of the future with it as it places on
great events all focused on spreading awareness
of the project. Through music and dance and
performance we will spread the word of a great
future coming all the while growing the numbers
of the Evolution members. Although the outlay of
these events will come from the initial
membership fees they will well and truly pay for
themselves through the membership and
awareness that they will generate. Non-members
will have to purchase tickets to these events,
where a member has free access, as the
membership cost and ticket cost will be similar it
will make sense for people to become members
giving access to future events.
It is intended that the Evolution be a platform for
free speech and expression and help to bring our
grievances forward to the public but through a
peaceful festival approach instead of the front line
confrontational approach of the past, all the while
growing towards stage 2.
Stage 2. Purchasing Businesses
It may take 6mnths it may take 5 years, all
depending on how effective the word can be
spread, but the time will come when enough
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members have come together to start stage two.
Evolution estimates it will be between 8k-12k
members that will be required to make a
substantial enough income generated from
membership to start into stage 2 proper. This may
come a lot sooner as although membership is set
for low income people we will be encouraging
higher income people to be generous
understanding the direction we are heading, and
hope some will assist us moving forward. We also
see the potential for Evolution to go viral and
move forward much quicker with large numbers
of members.
Once the required funds have been attained a
professional business broker will start to form a
list of potential businesses that we may as a group
be interested in. They will range through several
options, all still holding to the goals and ethics of
the co-op but giving the members enough choice
to help guide the direction. All of these moves of
the coop will be managed through the online
democracy. Each businesses income will combine
with the ever-increasing membership funds
increasing the buying power of the co-op.
Professional managers will be hired to ensure the
profitability of these businesses. Businesses will
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be reworked to fit with Evolution principles.
Members will also receive discounts from any
businesses under the Evolution umbrella.
Essentially members at this point are being paid to
be members through these discounts.
The main objective of this stage is not only to
increase the financial power of Evolution but to
also attain control of the required resource chains
required for stage three. Over time Evolution will
purchase industrial organic farming and a market
chain for retail sales, renewable energy
infrastructure including manufacture of
renewable energy devices, Hemp production and
manufacture for building supplies and plastics and
paper and much more, Transportation and
tourism, eventually higher technology
manufacture supporting the renewable energy
production allowing us to break into
environmentally friendly development and
production of robotics and industrial 3d printing.
Evolution also envisions at this point a
demonstration hub will be purchased and built
with the intent of showing where we are taking
the coop in the future. It will include a small semi
working model of the community style as well as
tourism accommodation restaurant and festival
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ground and will serve as the new centre of the
coop’s operations.
Once the Evolution financial snowball has begun it
will take on all we need to build our dreams. As
people start to see the businesses appear
members will flock to the banner for not only the
immediate benefits but also the long term.
Stage 3, The Evolution
The objective of Evolution is to take our society
into a new way of resource management, to end
economic slavery, to open the door to renewable
technology, to end the destruction of our
beautiful world, and to ensure there is no first or
second class citizen in any nation. The journey
towards that dream seems so far too many, but to
others it has become obvious that it is the natural
transition of society, the problem has been how to
make it happen. Many groups and organizations
around the globe have done studies and made
moves to this end without any solid movement
towards it. The Evolution process is a new way at
looking at an old problem. How long it takes us to
reach stage three is an unknown, it could be
15years or it could be 5 it all depends on how fast
we can get the word out of what the process is,
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what it means for us and the environment, and
that we need everybody’s help to make it happen.
Once we have attained all the necessary
manufacturing and production to supply the
needs we start to build. We purchase large
stretches of land and use the now high-level
technology and powerful resources available to
create the world of our dreams. We use 3d
printing of hemp concrete and robotic building
devices to manufacture the luxury micro dwellings
and gathering spaces and auditoriums, gardens
and pools all working with nature in a beautiful
architecturally designed wonderland. Evolution
will uplift the environment around it bringing
nature into our day to day world in ways we could
not believe. All done sustainably to the best
technology that is available.
More and more communities will be built
spreading these new high tech, environmentally
friendly and sustainable, beautiful ‘towns’ all
around allowing more and more members to
become free from economic enslavement and
allowing the new abundance economy within to
grow. Eventually expanding to even the poorest
regions of the world.
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The Evolution festivals will continue to travel for
many years, bringing word of the new dawn
approaching and about the golden age coming to
humanity.
It may take a long time, or it may be shorter than
even Evolution believe the important thing is that
the steps to transition have begun.
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THE NEW EARTH CONSTITUTION AND
FESTIVAL
Evolution will be guided by a constitution based
on human rights, ecological principles, and
community abundance. The initial Evolution Core
Guidelines have been written by Evolution
founders and will guide the first movements of
the Coop, but this is only meant to be temporary.
No one group can decide how such a document
should ideally be written and must, in truth be
turned out for all the wisdom in the world to be a
part of. It must ensure social and cultural
understandings and security for all people and
must be written to hold strength to ensure the
ideals meant in it will be kept strong into the
future. It will be The New Earth Constitution and
will be a great achievement for all mankind.
The New Earth Festival will be held in order to
bring the likeminded together and to bring about
a massive forum and celebration when we finally
achieve this momentous achievement.
For millennia humanity has utilized money as a
technology, it has enslaved and destroyed and
even starved through its inadequacies, when the
Evolution New Earth Festivals begin it will bring an
era of celebration unlike any time before in
humanity. As the Evolution society grows, bringing
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with it freedom and truth and abundance every
nation on earth will be given reason to rejoice
after the darkness of today.
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BUSINESS MODEL, AND MEMBERS
NEEDS
Each Evolution business has ONLY the ability to
supply as much of its services to members as it
makes in ‘profit’. Overall, the objective is to
eventually control the resources required to attain
self-sufficiency and close the production loop and
hence make production cost nothing.
i.e. If Evolution owns a company making shirts it
has overheads such as the purchase of material or
fibre and electricity, among others. It needs to sell
as many shirts as it needs to cover those costs
before it can start to supply the members. But as
Evolution grows and purchases a solar company
and a fibre company it can effectively supply itself
with those needs cutting those costs.
The other main costs in the businesses will be any
payments required to pay that business off and
any employee costs, required in the maintenance
of that business. The employee’s will be
eventually replaced with new members fulfilling
their work requirements. Following Evolution
principles future plans will be to develop robotics
to replace these workers as much as possible
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cutting those operational costs out as much
possible.
As it grows the coop will be able to cut its own
costs increasing its profit margin every time it
takes on a new resource meaning it can either
supply more to the members or grow faster.
With each part of the supply chain that is bought
into the corporation it reduces the need to make
money at all. Once all businesses are owned
outright, and employees have been replaced with
automation or new members the need for profit
or money disappears entirely.
Profits only purpose at that point is to allow us to
grow making more services available for existing
society members and the ability to develop more
housing and infrastructure for more people to
become members.
Eventually Evolution will become large enough to
support however many sponsors have been there
supporting the coop and even more, everyone in
the entire world, to leave money once and for all
in an abundant first-class society.
A consideration to be mentioned here would be
that each individual business doesn’t need to
make profit even at first as long as the overall
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corporation profit is covering all business
overheads
I.e. The aforementioned shirt business might need
to supply all its available shirts to Evolution
members cutting into its profit margin and this
wouldn’t matter as long as Evolution’s other
businesses were making enough profit to pay the
overheads from the shirt business as well as their
own.
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FAMILY, COMMUNITY AND THE
MODERN TRIBE
In the fast-paced life that the finance system
brings with it, there is little space for family and
community. In the modern world we spend so
much of our lives in pursuit of the elusive dollar
that many important aspects of our lives suffer
but among the parts of our lives most hurt is that
of our relationship with our communities and
especially our families. Most people working many
hours a week find very little time for interaction
with their family and the community around
them. As the high pace gets faster and faster, we
find less and less time for those people most
important to us. Human beings are social beings
and most people yearn for social interaction.
We find it hard to interact with people from
different socio-economic positions and often our
own circle of friends will change as we ourselves
succeed in achieving different levels of financial
freedom.
This happens because generally people socialise
with people in their own socio-economic group,
and so when a person’s socio-economic position
changes they become the ‘have’ where their
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friends are ‘have nots.’ They want to enjoy the
new freedom that comes with being a ‘have’ and
their friends can’t live the same lifestyle. They
know they can’t give all their friends the same
lifestyle and to try to do so even with a few would
greatly impact on their own and so they end up
around other people at the same level of financial
freedom and their circle of friends changes.
In a world where everyone has access to the same
level of freedom people naturally come more
together and the class separation in society today
will rapidly break down, friendships will never be
influenced by financial status and community will
be more able to flourish.
The separation and breakup of families can be
attributed to many social issues and could take up
another whole book, however finance related
pressures have directly and indirectly been a
major cause of this socially devastating problem.
In the last few decades, the rate of family
disruption and marriage divorce has skyrocketed.
Today many families have been destroyed with
many emotionally devastated children with
confidence issues and bad social skills being the
sad result within our society.
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Money issues between a man and a woman in
relationships can often lead to bitter and hurtful
arguments and conflicts. The inability to succeed
in the dream of financial freedom that we all have
can result in hurt and blame that can become
irreconcilable. The stresses of the modern money
world, with pressures all around to pay the bills or
lose the house can lead to depressions and
anxieties that can deeply effect the way we are
relating with those around us again leading to
conflict in the home. Domestic violence rises
constantly as the frustrations and issues that
come from financial slavery bring anger issues to
the surface of our personalities.
Health and help are strictly budgeted in our
current system, as explained elsewhere, and
people who really need help in finding their self
and their being, are receiving punishment and
incarceration instead.
We are taught from a young age that separating
away from our parents and going on the journey
of career is the right thing to do. That getting out
in the work and money world and standing on our
own two feet is what makes us an adult. The
result of this is that many families separate when
a child comes of age, with the child moving to a
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different place for work and losing the closeness
and support of the family unit.
The problems here among many other
unmentioned issues mean that Instead of being
there with support our system is pushing families
apart and forcing the increase of further social
decline, even in our very homes.
There is a conspiracy theory, and we aren’t saying
that it happened, that groups among the financial
elite orchestrated the woman’s rights movement.
Seeing the consciousness and awareness change
that was occurring and the need in society to find
true sexual equality they manipulated the
movement in a way to ensure that women were
made to, and more felt self-empowered by,
joining the work force. This ensured that women
were marching themselves alongside their men
into self-inflicted economic slavery and made the
consumer/employment system much larger. Again
we aren’t saying that this occurred and mean no
disrespect for the many courageous women that
have fought so hard for equality and rights but
rather wish to point out that it was VERY much in
the best interest of those financial elite to have
things go in the way they did.
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In our past families worked together and thrived
together, supporting each other through all the
turbulence that life can bring. We were there for
each other, our sons and our daughters, our
brothers and our sisters intimately in tribes
ensuring a network of love and help for those
around us and each other. We stayed together
and grew together for the entire journey of our
lives. This larger extended family unit naturally led
to much closer community.
In Evolution community will evolve in ways we yet
can’t imagine. With the release from stress and
with the freedoms, equalities and opportunities
that come from a resource based economy at the
heart of our social system, with the time,
opportunity, places and encouragement to grow
and live among our families and friends, with the
social support available, with the free and easy
world communication and travel that will occur,
and the way social gathering will change, the
coming of Evolution will naturally usher in a new
modern kind of tribe that will encompass all the
people of the world.
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DIVERSITY, THE KEY TO SOCIETY’S
ADVANCEMENT
One of the Evolution core guidelines is to promote
and cultivate diversity. A major factor in a
culturally advancing society is diversity in thought.
Through this diversity comes unusual and new
ideas allowing for the advancement of the culture
within the society. The more ways at looking at a
problem the more likely it will be overcome.
People are naturally individual. Through the
events of their lives and their genetic makeup
people discover different ways of looking at life.
Many say, it is this difference in people that
makes up the spice of life.
In Evolution people are encouraged to find
themselves, in all aspects of the way they live. In
Evolution design, will be the groundwork for
people’s diversity to flourish. It will be designed to
allow different housing options, different
education options and complete freedom as to
how its members live their lives. Another
Evolution guideline is to follow human rights, and
this means that all schools of philosophical
thought will be given their space as long as it
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doesn’t result in harm to others or the
environment.
There will be many lessons to learn in the balance
of coming together as one people in Evolution,
our history and individual culture within our world
is at the heart of who we are, but we are seeing
more and more that we are one species here
experiencing this journey through space and time
together and as we come together in community
a new culture of one people will naturally arise.
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RENEWING OUR PLANET
Over the last centuries of the industrial revolution
and through the age of capitalism we have done
horrendous damage to our precious home. From
the removal of forests through to massive mining
operations, from toxified rivers to islands of
plastic in our ocean’s humanity has left terrible
scars across the beautiful planet we call home and
all for such terrible and unnecessary reasons. It
will take us many, many years and a great deal of
work and resource to clean up what we have done
as a society to the environment.
Even as this is written with all the awareness that
humanity has gained this continues, with
destruction happening at an incredible rate all
around the world. For our species, our children,
our future this NEEDS to stop.
We have and have had the technology to change
the way we use resources and do our production
available for a long time. We have had the
technology to repair much of the damage we have
done available as well, but for reasons of profit
and finance these technologies have never been
used or furthered. Someone would either lose
money or there is no money to be made in their
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development. Instead we continue with our
selfish destruction.
In Evolution in order to ensure the highest
standard quality of life possible for its members
the corporation can never do damage to the
environment as this indirectly impedes on the
quality of life of its members. Not only can it not
do damage, but it is also essential for Evolution to
clean up damage already done to act towards the
goal of increasing the quality of life once again of
its members.
Once Evolution has become self-sufficient and
removes money from the equation it will have the
ability and the need to work towards fixing these
terrible issues and damages we have done to the
earth. With money no longer holding it back
Evolution society will have the ability to do
anything it has the resources, the technology and
the will to do.
Although it will use the latest of automated
technology there will still be work to be done. In
the first years of Evolution these great social
clean-ups will come at the expense of its
member’s lifetime productivity hours. The
Evolution society will balance them into the
average society man hour needs equation as a
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matter of course. We have made this damage and
we have to clean it up, and our children will too.
From cleaning the ocean to reclaiming the forests,
from repopulating our fauna to desalinating
destroyed regions all will be on the planning
board for Evolution in the near future.
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NOT UTOPIA JUST COMMON SENSE
Humans are flawed and imperfect. The life
experience that we are here living is filled with
uncertainties and the unknown. Accidents and
misfortune happen, and the best laid plans can
fail. No system can be perfect in this life, as that is
not the experience we are here for and it’s not
possible for that kind of perfection in this reality.
At the moment we live in a system that promotes
the base internal immoralities of humanity. We
are encouraged on a daily basis to do things that
impede on our internal sense of right. From small,
unnoticed or not thought about things like using
electricity made from coal to very serious
infringements such as bribery and corruption or
massive environmental destruction we are placed
in situations where it is better off for us personally
to do the wrong thing.
Evolution is not Utopia or a perfect world. There
will always be an amount of wrongdoing and
crime from human passion and other reasons.
There will always be those in our society that will
lust power or have greed in their nature and no
matter what system is in play in our society these
issues will be a part of life’s experience and the
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removal of money and inequality won’t change
that.
A resource-based economy society has at its core
the encouragement to do the right thing within its
very working. It is in people’s best interest
naturally in Evolution to do the right thing by the
community and by the environment bringing out
the best in humanity through the society system
built in around them.
The concepts that Evolution is based upon are not
difficult to understand or really very unusual.
When thought about with an open mind having a
social system that is designed to promote doing
good deeds, community, the environment and
human freedom and not a system that promotes
greed, destruction, wrong doing and economic
slavery is really just common sense.
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THE FUTURE, VISIONS OF A NEW
SOCIETY
Well what does a resource-based society look like
in the future. Once we have reached selfsufficiency and abundance only the imagination
can perceive the possibilities. Once money is no
longer in the equation only raw materials and our
own drive and ingenuity stop us from achieving
wonders beyond words.
The Venus Project has shown us through their
ground breaking work into social science that a
world without money will be a world without war,
a world without poverty, near no crime and luxury
and technology far beyond anything we could
dream of in our current social economic system.
Imagine free health, free education, free food,
free power, and free travel. Finally, humanity will
be able to let go of this destructive greed
mentality that is destroying our world and enter a
golden age.
The Evolution will make a world of abundance and
comfort, a world of wonders. Once we have taken
control of our own manufacture and resource
requirements and money is no longer part of the
equation, we have the ability to let our creation
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lose in a new and wonderful world. When the fear
of abundance doesn’t exist within the system we
live in and when and we can realise the true
potential of our technology only the imagination,
and raw resources becomes the barrier. And by
utilising truly renewable environmentally friendly
resources and techniques we can now begin on
our dreams. A world of gardens, art, luxury and
technology becomes a reality.
We envision that in the world of an abundant
resource-based economy society, people will be
more inclined to naturally travel, seeing new
things and experiencing the world now available.
With so many things to see and do and now
available to us at all but a whim, no material
possessions to hold us back and the knowledge
that we are secure with food and accommodation
anywhere we go the journey will begin.
We no longer feel the need to put something
aside for a rainy day because everything we need
is there when we need it. We don’t need a large
house because we don’t need to store all the
goods that are ‘ours’. And we don’t need to
collect things to make sure we have access to
them as we always have access to them. The
feeling of freedom that this will bring to humanity
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will be beyond anything anyone, even the richest
in this system, will have felt since before the
invention of money.
We envision that the people will come more
together. With money comes classes and haves
and have nots and the educated and the not
educated. When everybody has everything
instantly barriers break down as people are now
on an even field.
We see a world all but devoid of crime. With the
removal of ownership and inequality, with our
needs all met, the encouragement to commit
atrocious crimes to supply ourselves with things
and freedoms is completely gone. With the stress
that comes from always being caught in the
money systems need to work gone comes a
feeling of freedom that will deeply effect our
societies psyche and take away much of the anger
and frustration we feel today and this will
naturally reflect in the way we treat each other.
Families will feel more secure and this will lead
naturally to an increase in happiness in family
units and a decrease in domestic problems and
breakups. Less broken and destroyed families
means more secure happier and well-adjusted
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children and this is better for our society in so
many ways.
Starvation and economic depravity will no longer
be a part of our culture. Not only will there be no
homelessness occurring on the streets of our
western society but eventually the technology and
resources of Evolution will spread around the
globe finally bringing an end to the needless
starvation and homelessness occurring in
underdeveloped nations.
War will eventually become a thing of the past,
most wars are fought for reasons of resource
control. Oil, gold, diamonds, and money itself
have all caused major conflicts between nations.
In a resource-based society of equality and
oneness the reasons for war will diminish
dramatically and with the control mechanisms
removed the need to manipulate separation
among cultures is also removed. This will be a long
journey and there will need to be much learning
and healing for it to occur, but no more will there
be a need in our society to wage death against
each other.
Space exploration, underwater cities, incredible
marvels of technology even spiritual evolution
who knows what will be around the corner once
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we remove the obstacle of a financial system a
new existence will be opened for the human
experience.
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CONCLUSION
Our world, our species, is in turmoil, this hardly
needs to be said. For years we have been warned
of how our planet will start to react as we
continue to destroy it. The political and financial
madness that we see today has been brewing for
many, many years. We are coming to a point of
climax; a time of choice and this choice is a choice
between the life and death of our species.
The truths about money and how it creates
scarcity and slavery have been known for
millennia. From way in the depths of our history
the secret of this control mechanism has been
held and cherished, massive wars have been
fought their history now left dim in the past, all to
control the printing and distribution of money.
The story of Meyer Rothschild and his sons has
reverberated around the table of truth seekers for
many years. Telling of the families movements
through the world of financial control and in
particular of the astounding and dastardly
manipulative tactics that professedly took place
after the battle of Waterloo in 1815, and their
now complete dominance of the worlds banking
hierarchy. The family has supposedly since
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become the richest in the world rumoured to
control trillions of dollars. Through history Meyer
has been accredited with saying ‘Permit me to
issue and control the money of a nation, and I
care not who makes its laws!’ and regardless of
whether this history is true or not the saying is
very true.
A true democracy can never exist in a world that is
worked around money and a profit mentality as in
truth the person that wins at the game of
monopoly and controls the resources of a society
is the one that makes the choices for that society.
THE history rEvolution will be a look into the
hidden history of how we have been manipulated
to come to where we are today. How people and
powers behind the scenes have used wealth and
religion as control mechanisms to keep us away
from secrets that will empower our species into a
newfound self-awareness. How we have been
separated and made to hate each other in order
to divide and concur our society.
“If you don’t know your history, you don’t know
where you are coming from” Bob Marley
I am but a common person, no scholar or genius
but I do believe I have a deep civil obligation to
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my species to do the best that I can. I believe that
it is more wrong to stand by and see evil done
than to do evil in the first place. I believe that I am
a spiritual being and capable of great things, that I
am powerful beyond measure.
Recently I watched my father go bankrupt. After
many years of hard work to support his family he
had a health incident that started a financial
collapse that ended with him losing his home and
property. My family, my little brothers and sisters
have been left in a situation of uncertainty with
no security. Knowing how hard and long he
worked and seeing him lose his home was one of
the last straws inside that has made what you are
reading happen. I write this book and make these
plans, to try from my position as a commoner to
help steer our society away from the precipice
that we find ourselves on.
We the everyday people of the earth have to do
this, our governments and elected political
officials have no power against the superrich, they
act as gods in this current system and have no
desire to change it. If we continue in this direction
we head towards deeper and deeper economic
slavery and the sure destruction of our species. It
is time for us to realize our own power and face
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the situation by coming together to make change.
We need to for our children and our children’s
children.
The journey towards a resource-based economy
will be long and filled with questions that need to
be asked, and I know in this booklet there are
plenty of questions raised. They will need to be
answered along the way, I haven’t got all the
answers to those questions and really, a lot of
them aren’t for me too answer. Many great social
minds will have to come together to converse
about laws and balances but given the
opportunity to ask the questions the answers are
there. The Evolution is designed to give us the
opportunity to ask and answer those questions.
An abundance economy will not be perfect and
there will be many difficulties in getting there, but
our current system is flawed beyond sustainable
use. For thousands of years we have been held in
thrall by economic slavery, separation, inequality,
and the rampant destruction that comes from a
finance system. It’s time we change.
It’s time for the financial rEvolution.
The Commoner.
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Let’s Build Ourselves a New World
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About the Author.
I am a commoner, a common person, I was
born to a common family and raised in a
common way. I was educated in a common
school and work in a common job. I have a
common home in a common place and have
lived a common life.
I am your brother. I am your sister. I am
your mother and your father, your uncle and
your aunt. I am the homeless man on the
street outside and the starving children in
the hovels abroad.
I am the birds and the bees and the animals
in the field, I am the trees and the sea and
the earth and the air. I am the sun and the
stars the moon and all that is. I am you.
I AM, the commoner.
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Join the Evolution
www.evolution-coop.com
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